
TO: Doug Nowlan
      Katimavik
      Belfast PEI
      659-2219

FROM: Marc Taillefer
Centre Culturel Port Lajoie (CCPL)
Charlottetown PEI

RE: Future agreement Katimavik/CCPL

Thank you for your phone call 84/12/17

As I expressed over the phone:

1-We would really appreciate one of your french participants during the 85 summer.

2-We would be more than grateful to host 2 participants from late August 85 to May 86

3-There is a possibility that upon moving to new quarters we would submit a project for
renovation/constrution that would involve a ful Katimavik team for a couple of weeks.

Further to our conversation

4-Some of our members could be interested to host french speaking participants, and maybe English
ones on these 2 weeks "home residency" program.  Could you inform us of the requirements and details
on that subject.  We would publish these info. in member's letter.

5-In relationship to the next pair coming in Feb. 85, if at all possible, could it be arranged that they
would be available as soon as possible and on a continuous basis because since we rely on them, any
disruption of their services bears major consequences on the effective and efficient operation of the
french children program.

If the ideal situation cannot be met, can some arrangements be made to bring the reality close to that.
My request is only motivated because of the great POSITIVE impact the past participants have made to
our non-profit organization.

6-For the next few months Francine Desmeules, Vice-president will be replacing me in many active
files including Katimavik.  She is a very competent individual and any dealings with here will prove my
statement.

7-As mentionned before, being a non profit organization, we are always on the lookout for some better
ways to do things.  In this regards any information and advice from your part are always welcome.
These could take the form of " tips" on how to save operational expenditures, find more resources
including money....

I would like to reaffirm how gratefull we were to Michel Matthieu and all the others unknown
professional people that provided us with Katimavik's presence.

Merry Christmas and a fulfilling 1985

Marc Taillefer
President
CCPL
84-12-20

cc.Francine Desmeules
     Huguette Duguay
     Gerald Morin
     dossier Kati


